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Danella Hafeman, M.D. Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at the University
of Pittsburgh. Her research focuses on understanding clinical trajectories and neural markers in youth
with and at risk for bipolar disorder. She is particularly interested in identifying person-level
clinical/neural risk markers that may have clinical utility and can be targeted by early interventions. She
is currently funded by the NIMH on a Career Development Award to assess neural mechanisms of
bipolar risk in youth with a family history of the disorder, as well as the effect of an app -based
mindfulness intervention to target clinical and neural risk markers. She also receives funding from the
Brain and Behavior Research Foundation as a 2019 NARSAD Young Investigator Awardee. Clinically, she
treats youth with and at-risk for bipolar disorder at the Child and Adolescent Bipolar Services (CABS)
clinic.
Name and Narrative Description of your Presentation

Identifying the bipolar prodrome: who is at highest risk, and what can we do?
Youth with a family history of bipolar disorder are at elevated risk of developing the disorder
themselves. This introductory webinar will focus on better understanding risk factors for the
development of bipolar disorder, and prodromal symptoms that may precede disorder onset. We will
discuss the work that we and others have done related to risk trajectories; describe a risk calculator to
estimate person-level risk for new-onset bipolar disorder in at-risk offspring; and discuss early
interventions that may address prodromal symptoms and decrease risk.
Three (3) learning objectives
By the completion of this session, participants should be able to:
1. Identify the clinical symptoms that are associated with increased risk of bipolar onset,
particularly in those at familial risk.
2. Describe a risk calculator and how this can be used to estimate person-level risk for an
outcome, in this case bipolar disorder onset.
3. Discuss early therapeutic interventions that may help in this population, as well as basic
medication strategies.
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